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A rendering of the
proposed Garden Bridge
over the Thames.

Color Connection
CHIC INDIAN PRINTS, BY WAY
OF PARIS.

IN JUST A YEAR, Jamini, the accessories

and décor store from designer Usha Bora,
has become a Parisian insider favorite.
Bora’s collection trades the typically neutral
French palette for lively prints that she
turns into cushions, quilts, scarves,
shoes, and totes. All products at the 10th
Arrondissement store—which also include
tree-free notebooks made from elephant
or rhino dung—are made by craftsmen
in her native Assam, in northeastern
India, or in the nearby states of Manipur,
West Bengal, and Odisha. This fall, a second
Jamini store opened south of Pigalle,
adding carpets and perfumed candles;
Bora will debut a women’s-wear collection
in the spring. From $42; jaminidesign.com.

IN THE WORKS

— LINDSEY TRAMUTA

Lofty Ambitions

New York’s High Line has spawned big public green-space ideas
worldwide. Here, the top projects to look for—if they happen at all.

THE LOWLINE | New York

The project A Kickstarter-funded underground park on the Lower East Side.
The update The team has opened a popup Lowline Lab (also Kickstarter-backed)
to test out the technology for streaming
sunlight underground. The opening is
slated for 2020. The verdict The transit
authority, which controls the space, is on
board, but nothing gets built quickly in
Manhattan, so it’s anyone’s guess.

SOTTO IL VIADOTTO | Rome

The project This elevated tramway with
workshops and art installations underneath it, 30 minutes outside the city
center in Monte Sacro, is part of Renzo
Piano’s plan to revive Rome’s suburbs.
The update Funding is still pending,
so the timeline is tentative. The verdict
Even with the starchitect power behind
it, will travelers go to the suburbs?

THE UNDERLINE | Miami

The project A 10-mile walkway under
the Metrorail, from the Miami River to
Dadeland South Station, in a city known
for being dangerous for pedestrians
and cyclists. The update Construction
is set to go from next fall to 2022.
The verdict The city green-lit the project, but the governor is denying funds—
expect battles ahead. —STEPHANIE WU

FLIGHT PLAN
JetBlue’s premium Mint service—which, among its many perks, offers
meals from New York City’s Saxon & Parole and Birchbox amenity kits—is
expanding this month, with seasonal flights from JFK to Aruba and
Barbados. Not planning a trip to the Caribbean? JetBlue is also increasing
the frequency of its already popular Mint routes between New York
and Los Angeles, with up to five daily flights in each direction. — NIKKI EKSTEIN
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GARDEN BRIDGE | London

The project A densely planted pedestrian bridge across the Thames by Thomas
Heatherwick, between Temple and the
South Bank. The update Construction
won’t begin until 2016, with a projected
opening date of 2018. The verdict Critics
wonder if the city really needs a new
bridge—but it has momentum behind it.

